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Editorial: Don't let a few 'monster' storms fool
you, S.F.'s water supply is unsustainable
Chronicle Editorial Board
Nov. 14, 2021

Hetch Hetchy reservoir in Yosemite National Park supplies water to San Francisco and other Bay Area cities.
Michael Macor/The Chronicle 2016

Faced with a worsening drought and the ever-present threat of more
wildfires, the Bay Area needed a miracle. And last month, it got one.
An unexpected and almost unprecedented October deluge gave the
Hetch Hetchy reservoir, the primary water supply for San Francisco
and most of the Bay Area, a more than 21-foot bump in its water level.
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That’s an 11% boost; and the prospect of breaking the drought this
rainy season suddenly no longer sounds impossible.
But don’t let a “monster” weather event or two fool you; our situation
remains dire. And our water supply problems are far bigger than the
current drought cycle we remain trapped in. On Oct. 20, state
environmental oﬃcials sent an ominous letter to the San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission, which supplies drinking water to the city
and nearly 2 million other Bay Area residents. It read in part:
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“Proposed voluntary actions by water agencies on the San Joaquin
River tributaries have fallen short of needed flow and habitat
improvements, and viable proposals are not being oﬀered at this
time.”
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What does that mean in layman’s terms?
It means Bay Area water users are unsustainably and likely unlawfully
draining the sources of our supply — and killing the habitats and
wildlife that rely on those sources. And we don’t have a workable plan
to fix it.

About Opinion

For decades, San Francisco and the Bay Area have enjoyed one of the
cleanest and most reliable water supplies in the country, 85% of which
comes from Hetch Hetchy. But we’ve taken that resource for granted.
The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission is decades behind
other California water agencies in building alternative and sustainable
new water infrastructure.
On Nov. 1, then City Attorney Dennis Herrera took the helm as the
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new general manager of the commission. It will be up to him to
change our status quo, and that will be complicated technical and
political exercise. For years, the commission has been in a voluntary
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agreement with the state that avows us to maintain environmental
stewardship over the watersheds we suck our supply from. The
commission has long maintained that it is doing just that.
Environmentalists have long disagreed, noting the decimation of
salmon stocks, among other native fish, and the emergence of toxic
algae blooms. The state’s letter suggests environmentalists had it
right.
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Thankfully, there is a path forward. San Franciscans are known for
being sparing with our own water usage. But many of the nearly 2
million other Bay Area residents that use Hetch Hetchy water to are
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San Francisco should not be complicit in the extinction of several
aquatic species so that Peninsula homeowners can keep their lawns
green.
Herrera has already proven himself willing to play hardball with
PG&E — initiating what is essentially a hostile (and much-needed)
takeover of that company to secure local control over our power. He’ll
need to be similarly tough on water. That means using whatever
leverage he has to enforce enhanced conservation measures among
the local agencies that share our water.
But conservation won’t be enough. We still need to diversify our water
portfolio.
Thankfully, there are rivers upon rivers of untapped, droughtresistant fresh water waiting to be captured — our treated sewage
outflows. San Francisco is decades behind Southern California in

building this infrastructure. Orange County, for instance, has the
sewage recycling capability to meet the water needs of 1 million
residents.
There is a not a single environmental sustainability metric in which
San Francisco should be trailing Orange County.
Catching up, however, will take indomitable will. Those same agencies
that we need to step up their water conservation? Well, the
commission needs to partner with some of them. Water recycling for
potable use presents technical and legal challenges. It generally
demands pumping treated sewage into the ground, pulling it out and
treating it again before delivering it to customers. The Peninsula has
storage capacity for this that San Francisco largely lacks.
Demanding better water conservation from neighbors while
partnering on sustainable projects will be a tough needle to threat.
Thankfully, Herrera has signaled that he’s up to the challenge. San
Francisco residents need him to mean it.
This commentary is from The Chronicle’s editorial board. We invite you
to express your views in a letter to the editor. Please submit your letter
via our online form: SFChronicle.com/letters.
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